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, mitS for 'oe simulated case using chilled Freon-12 injected into the /.
....... .... Tech 23 23 ca. blow-down wind tunnel at a freestrem Mach number of

W"e run. Tm -freestream stagnat ion pressure and temperature were held at
2. . an d 3 1w.respectively. Th-_sults showed a clear picture of the
meineisms of jet decomposition in the presence of rapid vaporization. -'

Inmedately after injection a vapor cloud was formed in the Jet plume, which
dissipated downstream leaving droplets on the order of 8 to 10 microns in
Idter for the conditions examined. This represents a substantial reduction
cimpared to baseline tests run at the same conditions with water which had
14ttle vaporization. The desirability of using slurry fuels for aerospace
application has long been recognized, but the problems of slurry combustion have
delayed their use. The present work is an experimental and numerical investiga- '-
tion into the break-up and droplet formation of laminar slurry Jets issuing into
MUSIce air4A nozzle with a 0.74m diameter orifice was vibrated in the axial
Uwfr~t=r ta an electro-mechanical vibrator. The slurry chosen was a water
liqutd Phase with glass beads of 3-37 microns in diameter for the solid phase.
The veloclty of the jet was varied between 0.5 and 3 meters per second and the
isturbanp 4ngth was varied between 3 and 6 Jet diameters. Mass loadings of
frew O t- $W0pieveen7were investigated. The growth due to capillary forces
Of the wlatuwanes ws measured from photographs. A numerical code for solving
the |t aer-ta e equations was modified by the addition of equations simulating
ppJtles in the flowfield. Experimentally and numerically, it was found that a
M simle gross variable such as the growth rate between the peaks and troughs of
ft sl1ury could be predicted by extensions of the linear theory of Lord

RileigL. It was found, however, that the presence of particles in the Jet
V dis-I in the detailed shape of the jet. Break-up of the Jet became

Ar particles were Introduced. In some cases, alternate disturbances
:~ sheed digrowth rates on the slurry Jets causing formation of much

drops t were formed by the liquid jet. The numerical analysis pre-
atdi r 4 satellite drops than were found experimentally. In general, the

b k-up lup . urrts is less predictable and more sensitive to external dis-
•#Oac. the..iquid.jet
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Research ObJecti ves

Interest in the ramet/scramjet field due to the potential perform-
ance benefits for missile, projectile and aircraft propulsion continues

to be strong. The complex physical and chemical processes resulting from

transverse injection of liquid and/or liquid-slurry fuel jets into high speed

airstreaus find direct application in these and several other propulsion-

related systems. For supersonic airstreams, these include thrust vector

control and external burning in the wake region of projectiles, as well as

-V scramet engines. For subsonic airstreams, the other applications include

"dump combustors on devices such as integral rocket ramjets, afterburners

and dumping of cooling water out the end of turbine blades, in addition to

suboui c ramjet devices.

The Important phenomena in all of these applications include physical

processes associated with gross penetration; jet fracture, breakup and

atomid tion; phase separation and, in some chemical processes associated

wit ignition and combustion. Studies at Virginia Tech during the subject

tifm period concentrated n various aspects of the complex physical processes

involved.

. Effects of Physical Properties

The effects of the variation of vapor pressure with temperature of a

* liquid fuel are very important In describing the rate of fuel evaporation

along the jet plume as it is heated by the air stream in the combustor.

Studies wore undertaken to develop methods of simulating these phenomena

. * -r*



under cold-flow test conditions and to make measurements.

Slurry Jet Break-up

-. ~.*. Numrical and experimental studies of the break-up of slurry (particle-

laden) Jets in air are to be performed to aid in developing a fundamental

understanding of the processes involved.

Status of the Research

*:, E! ts ,of Ph ical Properties

A simulation approach to studying hot flow subsonic cross-stream fuel

- isiection problem in a less complex and costly cold flow facility was de-

*i velped and implemented. The .sliwlation problem that we wish to address can

4*m e ted as follows. If all the mechanical aspects of the prototype and

mdel IJecttion problems are matched except heating, how can the effects of

hieatiftn end thus vaporization along the plum be simulated with an ambient

..... t air flow? Thus, we will require at least close matches of: in-

JW size and shape, injectant flow rate (expressed as PIV2/P V 2

4 . 'Crw1flow Pich number and injectant density, viscosity and surface tension.

"is would be enough to insure equivalence if heating were not important. In

the prototype case, ambient temperature fuel (e.g. Kerosene) is Injected across

a hot air stream. At the injection temperature, the vapor pressure is low,

ud there Is little evaporization. As the liquid is heated along the trajectory

of the Jet* the vapor pressure rises rapidly, and there is substantial evaporiza-

tieo. There is, therefore, some tim history of temperature (and vapor pressure)

els0 the plum, and that is the process that we wish to simulate.



To put this all on a rational basis, we must introduce nondimensional

expressions involving the vapor pressure and the driving force for heating -

the difference between the injection temperature and the air stagnation

temperature. The relevant reference point for the local vapor pressure is

the static pressure, and this difference can be normalized with the dynamic

pressure, so we choose the parameter

•(T.... v (T)-p,

This can be recognized as what is often termed a Cavitation Number in a

different context. For a suitable dimensionless temperature difference, we

choose simply

00

,, ptsical reasoning then, we have developed a simulation procedure that

usqm matching all the mchanical parameters mentioned earlier and now T*

A and oTo ). This latter point is the condition that the liquid

Jet tb tmard as-tt Is heated along the trajectory.

For tMi imesttgstion, an example case was chosen to demonstrate how

tme ieawters can beued to create a simulation of a real case of fuel in-

IVA -ection. Conider a ramiet engine traveling at a freestream Mach number of

.Vet IO00 ft. Assuming diffusion to a Mach number of 0.44 in the combustor

yields a stagnation temperature of 4050K in the combustor entrance plane and

i .. . aI Stagetion pressure of 0.884 atm. Now consider Kerosene fuel injected at

. S*C. At this point pv " 0.033 atm. so,

-V * .-'.., .%-..".
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(TV) 0 026

Afer injections but befores combustion begins, the fuel will be heated and

begn the vaporization process. The mnaximium value the fuel would be heated

to mould be the freestras stagnation value of 405*K. At this temperature,

Ow vepe pressure of Kerosene i s 2. 993 atm. , and

~~'m~po 317.6

%Ui es*l11uhes fte e*oints in the heating process for the hot flow case

ad te beatl for fte flow p"Islm -to be model led. The task now becomes

1000stusNag the Piftess into one which can to implemented in a cold flow

IMe wind towsl freestram Nhch nuer was taken as the sam as that in

OW austsr for the weal case, N *0.44. In establishing a value for

SUepetlN presure, a aeprense must be reached between operable values

fbr Oe wind tunnel available and the satisfaction of matching requirements.

-A value of 2.517 ato adequtely satisfied these needs, generating the

,wrinsure ratios which enter in a later, discussion. This value fixes the

fmteetwse static and 4wM~c pressures at 2.204 and 0.313 &tm. respectively.

Testagnation. temperature of the facility was that of ambent air or 250C.

4~11 Owth Uteefuris to work with, a fluidmuot be found such that the values



of a and T* are matched with the real case at injection and at tunnel

stagnation conditions.

At injection, the value of (T*)sim must be 0.26. Since the wind tunnel

stagnation temperature is known, this fixed the injection temperature at

-50OC. Therefore, a model fluid had to be found with a vapor pressure of

0.422 atm. at -50C in order to match the conditions at injection (j)si m

(j) -5.7. Freon-12 is found to have a vapor pressure of 0.388 atm.

at -50C. Additionally, the model fluid must have a vapor pressure of 7.483

atm. at 250C in order to match end point conditions (a.)sim (o)pro M 17.6.

Freon-12 is found to have a vapor pressure of 6.802 atm at 25"C. The physical

property values and density are also a reasonable match with Kerosene. The

sitlarity parameters are summarized as follows:

eosne Freon-12
Protoype Simulated

(IOt Flow) Case (Cold Flow) Case

T * 25C Tj * -50*C

To a 132C To = 25C

'a -5.7 -5.8

0o 17.6 ass 15.0

T" .26 -T* .26

Ta 0 T* 0

Viscoity 0 T~ J 0.19 Viscosity 0 T 1 0.26

- Cantipol se centipoise

Spcific gravity a 0.8 Specific gravity • 1.3

N ,? .o.



0 T Surface tension @ T-

M 19 dyne/cu

* ~ ,1~tonHoset of vaporization

39.5 cal/gram

f Wt *WU produced spark. photographs of Freon-12 injected at

~v arsagein Order'of increasing injectant
Ies). *00W.Ila sMartig from the -500C simulated point).

e "uoTff appearance of the plum,. This

Or tA*I -Vh Ist formstio of individual drop-

O~ ip*ftble fm kir to view larger droplets in

~ thepvces of initial jet decomposition

%a t, mechanism similar to

OWN oato of the InJectant along
*0"mm* of the jet plIWe. As the

t. -See that the fog is

V WMwas the penetration of

O~'esen in *,'st atrix, astreak

09v 40A to detemine a Judicious place-

MI~tiovally, the penetration was

#* ~ ~ mstwmOf the injector for each

#* MU tog~ as mdtensional penetration (h/d,)

I* no lofe~tr Is a smallI reduction in

4W OWtt to ered, to non-evaporating water



injection.

-- The next step in the investigation was to obtain a droplet size dis-

tribution for the cases studied. The results of these measurements are

shown in Fig. No. 2 for the case of water at I =1 and 4. The X and y/h

ms locate the space coordinates along the plume and mean droplet diameters

are plotted along the normal axis. These results show that for injection

at q - 4 the larger droplets initially occupy a region close to the upper

edg of the plume. As they are carried downstream they become more evenly

distributed along the plume centerline and then gradually settle closer to

the injection plane. It should also be noted that the droplet diameters

an decreasing in the downstream direction as further atomization and

evaporation take plac.

The results for water injected at I 1 show slightly different droplet

dIstrbution. At all stations considered, the larger droplets remained in
the law portion of the jet plume. Again, as the droplets travel downstream

nt use droplet diameters decrease. It can also be observed that at

virtually all stations, the droplets are larger for the lower injection rate.

I .reults can be generalized as follows: 1) by increasing , which is

pn . .tional to the jet velocity squared, the degree of atomization is in-

'':reed, and smller droplets result, 2) as the downstream distance from the

lujector increases, the man droplet diameter decreases, and 3) the larger

droplets eventually migrate to the lower portion of the plume for the case

of a hoer 4pmeic pressure ratio, whereas for a lower , the larger drop-

"ets are always found close to the wall.

As was previously mentioned from the spark shadowgraphs, a cloud of very
-mi droplets surrounds the 'jet plume when the readily evaporated Freon-12

,.~1 V..
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is injected. This cloud presents problems for the droplet size measure-

ments because the method is based on the scattering of light and the cloud

presents problems because of increased absorption of the laser beam and

multiple scattering. It was found, however, that measurements could be

made farther downstream after some of the cloud had evaporated. The results

from Freon-12 injected at q 4 and T = -10, -30, -50C are shown in Fig.

No. 3. Upon examining the data for the model case, (Tj = -50°C, aj = -5.8,

T* -. 26) with -4 it can be seen that the profile of the droplet sizes is

similar to water with the larger droplets lower in the plume. However, the

droplet diameters have been reduced an average of 55% from the water case.

By raising the injection temperature to -300C, a is increased by 33% and T*

is decreased T* by 27%, thereby increasing the rate of evaporation. In doing

this, the average droplet diameter at this station drops 10% over the model

case. By increasing the injection temperature even further to -100C, T* is

decreased an additional 27% and a is increased to 0.16 where the Freon is in-

jected as a nearly saturated liquid. For this case, the average droplet size

Is decreased an additional 6%.

This work is reported in detail in AIAA Paper No. 83-0419.

Slurry Jet Injection

The desirability of using slurry fuels for aerospace application has

lag been recognized, but the problems of slurry combustion have delayed

their use. The present work is an experimental and numerical investigation

into the break-up and subsequent droplet formation of laminar slurry jets

issutng into quiescent air. A nozzle with a 0.74 mm diameter orifice was



vibrated in the axial direction with an electro-mechanical vibrator. The

vibrations regulated the break-up of the Jet issuing from the nozzle. For

the experiments the slurry chosen was a water liquid phase with glass beads

of 3-37 microns in diameter for the solid phase. The velocity of the Jet

was varied between 0.5 and 3 meters per second and the disturbance length

was varied between 3 and 6 jet diameters. Mass loadings of from 10 to 50

percent were investigated. The growth due to capillary forces of the dis-

turbances was measured from photographs. A numerical code for solving the

Navier-Stokes equations developed by Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories was

mdified by the addition of equations simulating particles in the flowfield.

This modified code was employed to calculate the velocity distribution, the

pressure distribution and the shape of slurry jets under the action of surface

tension. Experimentally and numerically, it was found that a simple, gross

variable such as the growth rate between the peaks and troughs of the slurry

could be predicted by extensions of the linear theory of Lord Rayleigh. It

was found, however, that the presence of particles in the jet caused changes

in the detailed shape of the jet. Break-up of the jet became irregular when

particles were introduced. In some cases, alternate disturbances showed

different growth rates on the slurry Jets causing formation of much larger

drops than were formed by the liquid Jet. The numerical analysis predicted

larger satellite drops than were found experimentally. In general, the break-

up of slurries is less predictable and more sensitive to external disturbance

than the liquid Jet.

The all-liquid jet broke up into regular droplets. Typical results for

this may be seen in Fig. No. 4. The effect of large amplitude initial

disturbance and the nearness of the jet (60 mm upstream) are apparent in

this figure. The wavelength of the disturbance is about 4.6 diameters.



WUnder the same test conditions, regular stable break-up of the slurry

-was extremely difficult to achieve. Results of experiments with slurries

are shown in Fig. Nos. 5 through 7. Figure 5 is a back-lighted photograph

of a slurry jet with a disturbance wavelength of 3.85. diameters and a mass

loading of 14 percent. In each of the photographs, the jet is directed

vertically downward, the scale on the left is in centimeters and the dark

'objects near the center of Fig. Nos. 4, 6 and 7 are cylindrical wires of

0.711, 0.742, and 0.787 m diameter. Though in these photographs the growth

of the waves is fairly regular, lack of symmetry is apparent. The slurry

jet, for all conditions tested, is not as stable as the liquid jet and will

not readily break into uniform equally spaced droplets.

The negatives for the photographs of the experiments were placed in a

precise optical comparator. The swells and necks of the jet disturbances

were measured to 0.02 m accuracy. The time between successive disturbances

was calculated from the known frequency of the initial disturbance. Non-

dimensionalized graphs of the results of four of these photographs are shown

in Figure 8 through 11. The "inner" data points refer to the growth of the

necks, the "outerm data points refer to the swells and the solid line is a

least squares fit through the data points. The graphs in Figures 8 through

11 are taken from the data shown in Figures 4 through 7. By comparing

Figure 8 to Figures 9, 10 and 11, the increase in irregularity and data

scatter which is always present in the slurry is apparent.

This work is still in progress. The results obtained to date are de-

scribed In AIM Paper No. 83-0067.
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Professional Personnel

Dr. Joseph A. Schetz

Interactions

Various groups in government, universities and industry continue

to use our results published in the open literature for design and to

support further research. In 1982, we have also been contacted directly

by engineers from the Atlantic Research Corp., Southwest Research Inst.,

NASA Langley Research Center, Applied Physics Lab., and Carnegie-Mellon

and Princeton Universities.
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